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Abstract: In the era of big data and Internet of things, massive sensor data are gathered with
Internet of things. Quantity of data captured by sensor networks are considered to contain highly
useful and valuable information. However, for a variety of reasons, received sensor data often
appear abnormal. Therefore, effective anomaly detection methods are required to guarantee the
quality of data collected by those sensor nodes. Since sensor data are usually correlated in time and
space, not all the gathered data are valuable for further data processing and analysis. Preprocessing
is necessary for eliminating the redundancy in gathered massive sensor data. In this paper, the
proposed work defines a sensor data preprocessing framework. It is mainly composed of two
parts, i.e., sensor data anomaly detection and sensor data redundancy elimination. In the first
part, methods based on principal statistic analysis and Bayesian network is proposed for sensor
data anomaly detection. Then, approaches based on static Bayesian network (SBN) and dynamic
Bayesian networks (DBNs) are proposed for sensor data redundancy elimination. Static sensor
data redundancy detection algorithm (SSDRDA) for eliminating redundant data in static datasets
and real-time sensor data redundancy detection algorithm (RSDRDA) for eliminating redundant
sensor data in real-time are proposed. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed methods
are validated using real-world gathered sensor datasets.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, Internet of things (IoT) has gradually integrated into our lives. The challenge of de-
riving insights from IoT has been recognized as one of the most important opportunities for both
academia and industry. The basic idea of IoT is to connect all things by the Internet. It is expected
that things can be identified automatically, can communicate with each other, and even can make
decisions by themselves [1]. The development of computer technology makes lots of IoT appli-
cation come into reality. IoT and machine-to-machine were worth $44.0 billon in 2011 and are
expected to grow up to $290.0 billion by 2017 [2].
In IoT systems, many sensors are embedded into equipment and machines. These sensors can
collect different types of sensor data, such as environmental data, traffic data, and logistic data. So
the data gathered by IoT have the following features [3]:
• Large-scale: Massive sensor data are gathered by distributed equipments. There are plenty
of sensor data generated everyday. In order to analyze and process the data, all of these data
should be stored within a certain period. Therefore, the data generated by IoT is large-scale.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of IoT with data mining
• Heterogeneity: In the system of IoT, there are variety of data acquisition devices. The type of
gathered data is also different. The devices are heterogenous, too. Thus, all of these factors
cause IoT data to be heterogenous.
• Strong time and space correlation: Sensor data of IoT gathered by devices that are placed
at specific locations are labeled with time stamps. And data streams are measurements of
continuous physical phenomenon. Spatial and temporal correlations within data streams are
inherent. Thus, time-space correlation is one of the most critical property of data gathered by
IoT.
As mentioned above, IoT data is actually one type of big data. There are heterogeneous data
sources and data types to represent the data. Data generated from IoT are considered to contain
highly useful and valuable information.
1.1. Motivation
As big sensor data collected by IoT, how to handle these data and how to dig out useful information
play an important role in IoT systems. Data analysis for sensors and devices not only helps us
grasp running status, but also helps us make optimal decisions. But various reasons, such as data
anomalies, redundancy, and data missing may fail the collected data to be directly used. Thus, it is
necessary for sensor data to be preprocessed. As shown in Fig. 1, the structure of Internet of things
mainly consists of four layers. And for data processing and analysis layer there may consist of two
sublayers. It can be seen that the data preprocessing sublayer is responsible for the big sensor data
gathered by IoT and it feeds the extracted valuable data to data mining sublayer. It can be seen that
data preprocessing is one of the most critical step in the process of data mining.
Because of the characteristics of sensor nodes in IoT system, the probability that the data sam-
pled by a node is highly correlated or repetitious over time is quite high [4]. So it is normal that
the collected data-sets contains redundancies. And anomaly data is also one of the most common
phenomenon that appears in the collected data-sets. Currently, for sensor data preprocessing in
IoT there is less reported research on anomaly detection and redundancy elimination. And these
two parts are also indispensable for sensor data preprocessing. Therefore, the main purpose of this
paper focuses on anomaly detection and redundancy elimination of big sensor data.
1.2. Related Work
1.2.1. Sensor Data Anomaly Detection: Anomaly detection is the problem of finding patterns
in data that do not conform to an a priori expected behavior [5]. Paper [6] reviews the related work
and derives general principles and a classification of approaches within this domain. Based on
graph theory and exploiting spatiotemporal correlations of physical processes, a fully distributed
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general anomaly detection (GAD) scheme is introduced in [7]. There are also some methods based
on support vector machine (SVM) for anomaly detection as shown in [8] [9] [10]. However, as
we know, SVM-based anomaly detection algorithms are sensitive to missing data. In paper [11],
the problem of distance-based outlier detection on uncertain datasets of Gaussian distribution is
discussed, and a cell-based approach is proposed in this paper to quickly identify the outliers.
But the choice of parameters in the algorithm has a great impact on the experimental results, so
the algorithm is unstable in anomaly detection. In paper [12], an adaptive fuzzy clustering based
anomaly data detection is proposed. paper [13] studies the problem of top-k distance-based outlier
detection from uncertain data objects. The complexity of the distance-based anomaly detection
algorithm is relatively low, but the accuracy of the anomaly detection can not be guaranteed for
real-world datasets. In paper [14], a novel framework that supports anomaly detection in uncertain
data streams is proposed and the proposed framework adopts a wavelet based soft-thresholding
method to remove noises or errors in data streams.
From the perspective of technology, traditional anomaly detection methods can be roughly
divided into: distance-based methods [15] [16], density-based methods [17] [18], model-based
methods [19], and so on. The distance-based methods mainly use some common distance formu-
las (such as Euclidean distance) as a measure to find abnormal data. Firstly, the distance between
target sample and the center of the detection model is calculated. If the distance is greater than a
preset threshold, then it is considered to be abnormal. The density-based approach is an extension
of the distance-based approach. If the density of the area where target sample is located is less
than the set threshold, then the sample is anomalous. Generally speaking, in local anomaly detec-
tion, the density-based approach is more accurate than other methods. In model-based approach,
anomaly detection model can be learned through historical data. Normally, some statistical models
or machine learning methods such as Gaussian distribution, artificial neural network, or support
vector machine can be used to establish the detection model. All in all, the methods described
above may have a certain overlap. And it can be seen clearly that anomaly detection based on the
machine learning takes the leading position.
1.2.2. Sensor Data Redundancy Elimination: In the fields of Internet or IoT, redundant data
can cause the problems of deteriorating the information transmission and increasing energy con-
sumption. With the rapid growth of IoT, redundancy elimination has attracted much attention in
recent years from both academia and industry.
In paper [20], a method which uses Singular-Value-QR Decomposition (SVDQR) to reduce
redundancy in wireless sensor networks is proposed. This algorithm is just to select principal
data sets from particular sensor nodes to represent all the sensor nodes in the neighborhood, so
the accuracy of redundant node detection is not very high. In wireless sensor network, data ag-
gregation is usually used to eliminate redundant transmission by aggregating data from multiple
sensors. In [21]- [22], the solutions based on data aggregation for redundancy elimination in WSN
are proposed. The main and most important improvement in these proposed solutions is based on
the concept of selecting the cluster head and determining which node sends the information when
redundant data are detected. In [23], an SVM based data redundancy elimination for data aggrega-
tion in WSN has been proposed. Firstly, an aggregation tree for a given size of sensor network is
built. Then, SVM based method is applied to the tree to eliminate redundant data. By exploiting
the range of spatial correlations of data in the network, redundancy elimination for accurate data
aggregation (READA) applies a grouping and compression mechanism to remove redundant data
which is introduced in [24].
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It can be seen that most of the researches on redundant data elimination focus on data aggre-
gation and data compression at routing or protocol level. However, there are few algorithms to
eliminate redundancy directly from the perspective of data. As we mentioned above, in the era of
big data and IoT, sensor data processing and analysis is one of the most critical step in the archi-
tecture of IoT. So redundancy elimination as a substep of sensor data processing and analysis in
IoT is obviously one of the most important issue to be solved.
1.3. Contribution of This Paper
In this paper, a framework for sensor data preprocessing is proposed. The framework is composed
of two parts, one for sensor data anomaly detection and the other for redundancy elimination. The
contribution of this paper is trifold.
Firstly, based on the characteristics of sensor network in IoT, Bayesian network is proposed to
model the problem of preprocessing of sensor data gathered by IoT. Secondly, an algorithm based
on principal statistic analysis and Bayesian network is proposed for sensor data stream anomaly
detection. And the features of gathered sensor data can be extracted according to the principal
statistic model, then the anomaly detection of collected data stream can be conducted by the com-
bination of extracted data feature and Bayesian network of sensor nodes. Thirdly, considering that
a dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) is an extension of static Bayesian network (SBN) to tempo-
ral domain, condition dependencies are modeled between random variables both within and across
time slots. Thus, the model of DBN can be designed for the analysis of temporal sequences. And
two sensor data redundancy elimination approaches based on SBN and DBNs are proposed, respec-
tively, i.e., static sensor data redundancy detection algorithm (SSDRDA) for eliminating redundant
data in static data sets, and real-time sensor data redundancy detection algorithm (RSDRDA) for
eliminating redundant sensor data in real-time.
This paper is organized as follows. The problem modeling using Bayesian networks is described
in Section 2. Then, method for learning the structure of Bayesian network from the gathered sensor
data is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, an algorithm for anomaly detection in big sensor data
is proposed. And in Section 5, the algorithms for static sensor data redundancy detection and
real-time sensor data redundancy detection are proposed. Finally, based on the gathered real-world
sensor datasets, the performance analysis and evaluation of our methods are discussed in Section
6.
2. Problem Modeling
Big data in IoT are virtually collected by hundreds of thousands of sensor nodes. Because of the
information communication of each node, a certain dependence exists among these sensor nodes.
Therefore, we intend to use Bayesian network to describe the relationship among those sensor
nodes.
For a specific time if the data gathered by each sensor node is regarded as a variable then
we can use SBN to represent a set of variables in form of nodes on a directed acyclic graph.
It indicates the conditional dependencies of the random variables. If the random variables are
defined as a sequence X = {x1, x2, · · ·xn} in SBN and xi is conditional dependent of its non-
descendants given its parents. Therefore the joint distribution of random variable xi can be written
as P (x1, x2, · · · , xn) =
∏n
i=1 P (xi|pa(xi)), where pa(xi) is the parent of xi.
Fig. 2 shows a dynamic Bayesian network model for sensor nodes at different time. It can
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Fig. 2. A DBN model for sensor nodes at different time (different color denotes different state of
sensor nodes)
be seen that the working state of sensor nodes is constantly changing at different moments. And
there may be some nodes exiting or joining the sensor network at any time. So the dependencies
of the sensor nodes in a certain period of time and the dependencies of the nodes between two
time slices are constantly changing. A DBN is an extension of SBN to time domain. Because the
characteristic with time epoch in a DBN, it is suit for dealing with real-time problem. However,
building a DBN with lots of random variables is a complex project. In practice, we assume that
the structure of a Bayesian network for sensor nodes will not change sharply in a limited period of
time. Thus, in order to simplify this problem, we make some reasonable assumptions [25]:
* The variation of condition probability is stable at a specific time.
* A dynamic process can be modeled by a first-order-Markovian.
P (x[t+ 1]|x[1], x[2], · · · , x[t]) = P (x[t+ 1]|x[t])
* The transition probability P (x[t+ 1]|x[t]) is stable in a time slot t.
A DBN is formed with two parts (B0, B→), where B0 is initial network which defines the prior
P (x[0]), B→ is a transition network that defines a two slice temporal Bayes net [26]. And it can
be learned the relationship of nodes at current temporal from initial network. The relationship of
nodes between two slice temporal can be obtained from transition network. The joint distribution
of the model of DBN in Fig.2 can be gotten by unrolling two slice temporal Bayes net till the
network has T slice and by multiplying together all of the conditional probability distributions.
PDBN(x[0], x[1], · · · , x[T ]) = PB0
T−1∏
t=0
PB→(x[t+ 1]|x[t]) (1)
Where x[t] denotes the state of sensor nodes at time t.
As mentioned above, it can be seen that the dependencies between sensor nodes in IoT can
be described by the structure of Bayesian network. In this paper, based on the Bayesian network
model established by sensor nodes, the research on anomaly detection and redundancy elimination
for big sensor data in IoT is conducted.
3. Learning the Structure of Bayesian Network Using Gathered Sensor Data
Building a specific Bayesian network can be described as finding a suitable structure of network
while a training data set D is given. And a Bayesian network is represented as B = (S, θ) where
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S is the structure of network (i.e., determining what depends on what) and θ is a parameter (i.e.,
the strength of these dependencies) [27]. In order to build the Bayesian network, we divide the
sensor data set into several random variables and get transition probability matrix through statistics
approach [28]. We use a score metrics to get the degree of matching between the training set D
and the structure S, the probability of structure S given data set D can be written as:
P (S|D) = P (S)P (D|S)
P (D)
=
P (S)
∫
θ
P (D|S, θ)P (θ|S) dθ
P (D)
(2)
Thus, we can depend on the score metrics to search for the best Bayesian network. As we men-
tioned above, the main point of learning the structure of a network is to get the parent nodes of
one specific node. From Eq.(2) we can get P (S|D) ∝ P (S)P (D|S), so a simplify score metrics
is defined as Eq. (3).
Score = logP (D|S, θs) (3)
Where θs is the estimate optimal parameter which maximizes the likelihood function. For a dy-
namic network we give the following definition:
θ0i,j,k = P (Xi[0] = k|pa(Xi[0]) = j) θ→i,j,k = P (Xi[t] = k|pa(Xi[t− 1]) = j) (4)
Where θ0i,j,k is the conditional probability ofXi being in its k
th value given its parents pa(Xi[0])
in state j. θ→i,j,k denotes in the transition network the conditional probability of Xi in its k
th state at
time t given its parents pa(Xi[t− 1]) in state j. All of those conditional probability can be gotten
using statistical methods. Because the initial network describes the dependencies among the nodes
at the same time, and the transition network describes the dependencies of the nodes between two
temporal slices. So we define a counting rule for initial and transition networks as follows:
C0(Xi[t] = k, pa(Xi[t]) = j)=
{
1 Xi[t] = k, pa(Xi[t]) = j
0 otherwise
(5)
According to the counting rule above, it is easy to get the number of specific state appeared in
initial and transition network:
N0i,j,k =
∑
l
C0((Xi[0] = k, pa(Xi[0]) = j);X
l)
N→i,j,k =
∑
l
C→((Xi[t] = k, pa(Xi[t− 1]) = j);X l)
(6)
Where ` denotes the number of training sequences. And in the training data, Ni,j,k denotes the
number of node Xi being in its kth state given its parents in state j.
According to the methods mentioned above, we can get the conditional probability in initial
network and transition network:
θ0i,j,k =
N0i,j,k∑
kN
0
i,j,k
θ→i,j,k =
N0i,j,k∑
kN
→
i,j,k
(7)
Consider the joint probability distribution of DBNs, the likelihood function of a specific training
data sets given a possible network structure could be expressed as:
P (D|S, θs) =
∏
i
∏
j
∏
k
(θ0i,j,k)
N0i,j,k ×
∏
i
∏
j
∏
k
(θ→i,j,k)
N→i,j,k (8)
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Thus, the score metrics can be gotten
Score = logP (D|S, θs) =
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
N0i,j,k × log θ0i,j,k +
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
N→i,j,k × log θ→i,j,k (9)
From the score metrics we can learn that the function is formed with two parts. One is the
parameters in initial network, the other is the parameters in transition network. Therefore, the
structure of initial and transition network can be learned separately. One of the most common
used algorithm for learning the structure of Bayesian network is K2 algorithm [29]. We combine
the score metrics which is mentioned above with K2 algorithm, and K2 is like a greedy algorithm
which maximizes the score of metrics. Because the structure of Bayesian network is directed
acyclic graph (DAG) [30], in order to avoid cyclic graphs in the learned structure of Bayesian
network, the K2 algorithm assumes an initial ordering of the nodes such that, if Xj proceeds Xi
in the order, an arc from Xj to Xi is not allowed. But the disadvantage is that the initial ordering
should be based on prior expert knowledge, and in fact it is difficult to get the prior knowledge in
practical environment. Thus, in practice, we do not consider the initial ordering. First of all, we
use K2 to get the dependencies of each node, then modify the cyclic graph part in the network.
4. Anomaly Detection for Big Sensor Data in IoT
Currently, data anomaly detection has already become one of the most popular research directions.
But there is few research on anomaly detection for big sensor data. With the characteristics of
sensor nodes in the IoT, the relationship of these nodes can be described by Bayesian network.
And in this section, the method of anomaly detection for big sensor data base on the two princi-
pal statistic models and Bayesian network of sensor nodes is proposed. The anomaly detection
algorithm consists of two phases: “rough” detection stage and “careful” detection stage. In the
“rough” detection stage, features of the collected big sensor data are extracted according to the two
statistic models of the principal component. And then, the anomaly detection for the gathered data
streams can be conducted based on the extracted data features. However, in the stage of “rough”
detection, only whether the gathered data stream is abnormal or not can be determined whereas
specific anomalous data can not be obtained. Therefore, the “careful” stage, when exact abnormal
data can be obtained according to the Bayesian network learned by big sensor data, is necessary.
4.1. Sensor Data Anomaly Detection Based on Squared Prediction Error (SPE) and
Hotelling’s T 2 Statistics
The SPE statistic mainly describes the degree of samples collected at current time deviation from
the principal component. Based on the feature extraction of the sensor data sets, if a data stream
collected at a certain moment is deviated too much from the principal component characteristics,
it means the data stream may be abnormal.
The sensor data collected by multiple sensor nodes can be expressed as a data matrix Xm×n,
where m is the number of samples, n is the number of sensor nodes (m > n). In order to eliminate
the impact of individual data on the whole samples, the data matrixXm×n needs to be standardized
using Eq. (10).
X = [X − InvT ]D−1/2 (10)
Where In is a n × n identity matrix, v = [v1, v2 · · · vn]T is the vector of the mean value of each
sensor node,D = diag(σ21, σ
2
2 · · ·σ2n) denotes a diagonal matrix and the diagonal values are sample
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variance of each node.
The core idea of data anomaly detection based on SPE statistic is to reconstruct the data stream
collected by multi-sensor nodes at the current time according to the features extracted from the
training data sets, and then according to the reconstructed error judge whether the data stream
is abnormal. Therefore, with principal component analysis we can get the eigenvalues λi and
feature vector pi of standardization matrix X , where i = 1, 2 · · ·n. Based on the method of
selecting the number of principal elements, the k(k < n) eigenvectors are selected to reconstruct
the standardization matrix as follows:
X˜ ≈ SkP Tk = s1pT1 + s2pT2 + · · ·+ skpTk (11)
Where Sk = [s1, s2 · · · sk] is a matrix composed of the principal component score vectors, sk =
Xpk, k = 1, 2 · · ·n, and Pk is the feature matrix of X .
Thus, we can get the reconstruction error of the matrixE = X−X˜ . Then the squared prediction
error of the data samples collected by the multiple sensor nodes at time i can be expressed as
follows:
SPE(i) = Σnj=1(X ij − X˜ij)2, i = 1, 2 · · ·m (12)
Where X ij is the standardization value of jth sensor node collecting data at the ith time, X˜ij is the
reconstruction data.
For convenience, we use Q (Eq. 13) to denote the statistic which can express the squared
prediction error of the data sets collected by sensor nodes at the ith time:
Q(i) = eie
T
i = X i(I − PkP Tk )XTi (13)
Where ei is the ith row of reconstruction error matrix E, Pk is the feature matrix which is com-
posed of selected k principal component eigenvectors. I is the n × n identity matrix. X i is the
standardization value of the sensor data collected at time i.
It can be seen that the value of Q statistic is scalar at a specific time. As mentioned above, it
describes the degree of samples collected at current time deviation from principal component. And
the degree of deviation can be determined by setting the threshold of the Q statistic. When the test
level is α, the threshold of the Q statistic can be given by Eq. (14):
Qα = θ1|Cα
√
2θ2h20
θ1
+
θ2h0(h0 − 1)
θ21
+ 1| 1h0 θi =
n∑
j=k+1
λij, (i = 1, 2, 3) h0 = 1−
2θ1θ3
3θ22
(14)
Where Cα is the critical value of the normal distribution at the test level α. λj is the eigenvalue
of the standardization data matrix. K is the number of selected principal components. N is the
number of sensor nodes. According to Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), we can get the value and threshold of
Q statistic. If the value of the Q statistic is greater than the threshold, it indicates that the test data
stream is anomalous.
T 2 statistic is a commonly used multivariate test method. It reflects the change of projected
data on the principal component subspace. T 2i reflects the degree of the trend and amplitude value
deviation from the principal component model for the sample sensor data gathered at time i. For
the defined data matrix Xm×n, Xi denotes the data stream collected at time i where i = 1, · · ·m
and the value of T 2i can be expressed as follows:
T 2i = tiλ
−1tTi = X iPkλ
−1P Tk X
T
i (15)
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Fig. 3. The process of anomaly detection of TQBayes algorithm
Where λ is the k × k-dimensional diagonal matrix formed by the first k eigenvalues selected from
the principal feature. Pk is the matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the selected k eigenvalues,
ti represents the score vector in k principal directions for the data collected by each sensor node at
ith time.
The value of T 2 and (m−1)n
(m−n) Fn,(m−n) are identically distributed, where Fn,m−n denotes an F-
distributed random variable with degrees of freedom n and m − n. And the threshold of the T 2
statistic can be given by Eq. S(16):
T 2k,n,α =
k(m− 1)
m− k Fk,m−1,α (16)
Where α is the significant level, n is the number of sensor nodes, m is the number of samples. The
value of α can determine the boundaries of anomaly detection. By setting α = 0.05, we can get
the warning boundary. When α = 0.01, the alarm boundary can be determined.
A number of variables being monitored at the same time can be achieved through the T 2 statis-
tic. For a specific time, if the T 2 statistic value of a sensor data stream is greater than the threshold,
it means the collected data stream and the training data matrix X do not obey the same distribution
and it is regarded as an abnormal data stream.
4.2. Sensor Data Anomaly Detection Algorithm Based on Principal Statistic Analysis
and Bayesian Network
The aforementioned method for detecting anomalies is based on principal statistic analysis, and
we named it “rough” anomaly detection method. This method can only determine whether there
is abnormal in the gathered data stream at a specific time. Yet it can not determine which node
is abnormal. In order to solve this problem, in this section, we propose to establish the Bayesian
network which can reflect the relationship of sensor nodes to determine the abnormal nodes.
According to structure learning method of Bayesian network introduced in Section 3, we can
easily get the dependency of sensor nodes between two time slots through the training data set.
And we clearly divide the gathered sensor data into several states. If each state of a sensor node is
considered to be one category, then the problem of inferring the state of current node from the state
of its parents can be seen as a classification problem given the state of parent nodes. So after the
establishment of the Bayesian network, the state inference can use Naive Bayes classifier to solve
the problem.
We use the Naive Bayes classifier to infer the state of a node at a specific time, and the state of
its parent nodes can be regarded as one feature for state inference. Thus, the state inference based
on Naive Bayesian classifier can be express as Eq. (17). After “rough” detection stage, for the
detected anomaly data stream if the inference state of specific node is different from its original
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Algorithm 1 Sensor Data Anomaly Detection Algorithm Based on Principal Statistic Analysis and
Bayesian Network
Input:
- Training data sets Xp×n
- Testing data sets Xm×n
Output: Abnormal data points
1: Standardize the training data set and get matrix Xp×n
2: With principal component analysis forXp×n the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained.
3: According to the cumulative contribution rate of eigenvalues, the number of principal compo-
nent k can also be determined.
4: According to Eqs. (14),(16) the threshold Q and T 2 of the two principal components can be
obtained.
5: According to the training data set, we can obtain the Bayesian networks which describe the
dependencies among the sensor nodes.
6: for t = 1 to m do
7: Standardize the data blocks of n sensor nodes acquired at time t and obtain vector X1×n.
8: According to Eqs. (13),(15) get the two statistic values Qt and T 2t .
9: if (Qt > Q||T 2t > T 2) then
10: For a suspicious node get its parent nodes from the structure of Bayesian network
11: The method of Naive Bayesian classifier (Eq.(17)) is used to find out which node is abnor-
mal.
12: end if
13: end for
state, it means the data gathered by this node is abnormal at current time.
P (Xi,t|pa1,(t−1), pa2,(t−1) · · · pa2,(t−1)) =
n∏
j=1
P (Xi,t|paj,(t−1))P (Xit) (17)
Where Xi,t denotes the state of node Xi at time t, paj,(t−1) denotes the state of parent node paj at
time t− 1.
Alg. 1 shows the sensor data anomaly detection algorithm based on principal statistic analysis
and Bayesian network. For convenience, we named the algorithm TQBayes. Fig. 3 shows the
process of sensor data anomaly detection based on the proposed TQBayes method. And the
process is composed of two stages. In the first stage, a rapid rough detection method based on
principal statistic analysis is proposed to identify the data stream that may be abnormal. Secondly,
for further detection, through the method of Naive Bayesian classifier based Bayesian network of
sensor nodes, we can find out the correct node that generates abnormal data. The combination of
these two methods can improve the efficiency of abnormal detection under the premise of ensuring
the accuracy of the algorithm.
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5. Redundancy Elimination of Big Sensor Data in IoT
In a sensor network, there are many factors which cause data redundancy. For example, where
the gap among each node is close, the type of collecting data is similar. Redundant data not only
waste the storage space but also exert harmful influence on data feature extraction. In this part, we
mainly focus on the methods of redundancy elimination directly from the perspective of gathered
sensor data. Two methods are proposed for static and dynamic sensor data redundancy elimination
separatively.
5.1. Static Sensor Data Redundancy Detection
The sensor data that stored in database is regarded as static data. We propose a static data redun-
dancy detection algorithm (SDRDA) by building the SBN of the sensor nodes. According to the
dependencies reflect in the SBN, the inference of redundant node can be figured out.
Fig. 4(a) shows an example of a Bayesian network structure for a problem with four nodes.
We can get the parent nodes of one specific node in the network. Fig. 4(b) shows the transition
probability matrix between current node and its dependent nodes. The row of the matrix denotes
the number of state of parent nodes, and the column of the matrix denotes the number of state of
current node. For each row
∑n
i=1 Pki = 1,where k = 1 · · ·m.
Node 1
Node 2
Node 4
Node 3
(a)
?
11 12 1
1 2 3
P  P  P
            
P  P P
n
m m m
? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?
?
? ? ?
?
(b)
Fig. 4. An example of Bayesian network with four sensor nodes and transition probability matrix
With the dependencies of each node, a specific node can form a subnet with its parent nodes.
And according to the data sets those sensor nodes collected, we can get a state transition probability
matrix of each subnet through statistical methods. If the conditional probability ofX it being in state
sik approaches to 1, given that its parent in state s
pa
i , it indicates that we can infer the state of X
i
t
by its parents node. And define it as:
P (X it = sik|Pa(X it) = spai ) −→ 1 (18)
Thus, if all of the state of parent nodes can inference the state of current node, we regard current
node as redundant node. The conditional probability can be defined as:
H∑
h=1
max(P (X it = sik|Pa(X it) = spaih )) −→ H (19)
Where X it denotes node i at time t, sik denotes node i in its k
th state, Pa(X it) denotes the parent
nodes of node i at time t, spaih denotes the parent nodes in its h
th state, H denotes the number of the
state of parent nodes.
Alg. 2 shows the proposed algorithm for static sensor data redundancy detection. With this
algorithm the redundant data in a collected sensor data sets can be dug out.
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Algorithm 2 Static Sensor Data Redundancy Detection Algorithm
Input:
- A set of nodes X = {X1, X2 · · · , XN}
- The Bayesian Network of N nodes
Output: A printout of node redundancy
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: isRedundancy=false
3: set Pai to empty:Pai = φ
4: initialize the transition probability between Xi and its parents
transMatrix = φ
5: Pai = findTheParent(Xi)
6: transMatrix = createTransMatrix(Xi, Pai)
7: if
∑H
h=1max(P (X
i
t = sik|Pa(X it) = spaih )) −→ H then
8: isRedundancy = true
9: end if
10: end for
5.2. Real-time Sensor Data Redundancy Detection
In previous section, we have mentioned an algorithm for static sensor data redundancy detec-
tion. As we know, redundant data is collected by redundant node. Whether there is a way that
we can detect the redundant node while it is working? If a specific node is detected as redundant
node at time t, and the node can be sleeping at this time. On one hand it is better for reducing
data redundancy, on the other hand some nodes in the sensor network may not be working all the
time. A DBN is an extension of SBN to temporal domain, in which conditional dependencies are
modeled between random variables both within and across time slots [31]. Thus, it is suitable for
solving real-time inference problem. According to the characteristic of DBN, in this section we
will post a method to build a DBN structure for a working sensor network.
The varying dependencies of each node in DBN reflects the real-time characteristic of a sensor
network. The main point of real-time data redundancy detection is that the state of a specific node
at time t can be inferred by its dependent node at time t − 1. So, first of all we should build
the real-time dependencies network for the sensor nodes. The dependencies in a sensor network
will not change sharply in limit time [32]. Fig. 5 shows a model of variable structure for DBN.
We unroll the DBN in {T1, T2 · · · , Tn} slices. The transition structure in each slice is invariable.
Fig. 6 shows that we split each time slice into two parts. In the former part all of the nodes are
in working state, and according to the data sets which are collected by the nodes in former part,
we can learn the structure of Bayesian network in current time slice. As we mentioned above, the
structure of Bayesian network will not change sharply within a limited time. Thus, in the second
part of the time slice, we use the structure which is trained in former part to predict the working
state of each node. Base on this mechanism, the sensor network is in a circle of collecting data,
learning transition network, and working state inference.
Bayesian inference in SBN can be extended to DBN [32], the difference between them is that in
SBN the parent node at current time is regarded as evidence and in DBN the parent node at previous
time is regarded as evidence. DBN mainly focus on the dependencies across two time slots [33].
Suppose the state sequence of node X is {X1, X2 · · · , Xn}, if the conditional probability of node
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Algorithm 3 Real-time Sensor Data Redundancy Detection
Input:
- A set of nodes X = {X1, X2 · · · , XN}
- The transition network for all node
- The transition probability matrix for each node
- A data set which is collected at t− 1 for all node
Output: a printout of the state of each node at time t. (waking/sleeping)
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: initialize the sensor nodes in state “waking”:Sensor state = waking
3: set Pai to empty: Pai = φ
4: Find the parent nodes of Xi according to the learned Bayesian Network
Pai = findTheParent(Xi)
5: Get the transition probability between Xi and its parents
transMatrix = createTransMatrix(Xi, Pai)
6: Get the states probability table of the parent of Xi at t − 1, elements in this table like
P (X = statesi), i = 1, 2 · · ·
7: for s = 1 to n do
8: P (Xs|epa) =
∑
i,j···k P (Xs|pa1i, pa2j, · · · , pa|pa|k)×
∏|pa|
m=1 P (pam|epam)
9: end for
10: Normalize the condition probability
11: ifmax(P (Xs|epa))→ 1 then
12: Sensor state = sleeping
13: end if
14: end for
X in a specific states is approaches to 1, given that the state of its parent nodes at previous time,
P (Xi|Pa1, Pa2, Pa3)→ 1, it denotes that the state of current node X can be inferred by its parent
nodes at previous time. So, if the node X still stays in working, the data collected by it can be
regarded as redundant data, and node X should be sleeping at this time. Node X in any states can
be described as the confidence level of node X given that the state of its parent nodes as evidence.
The inference process is as follows:
P (X|epa) = P (X|epa1 , · · · , epai , · · · , epa|pa|)
=
∑
i,j,···k
P (X|pa1i, pa2j, · · · , pa|pa|k)P (pa1i, pa2j, · · · , pa|pa|k|epa1 , epa2 · · · epa|pa|)
=
∑
i,j···k
P (X|pa1i, pa2j, · · · , pa|pa|k)P (pa1i|epa1) · · ·P (pa|pa|k|epa|pa|) (20)
Where pai denotes ith parent node. epai denotes the probability of the state of parent node. |pa|
denotes the number of parent nodes. pamn denotes the value of parent node pai in state n. Thus,
according to the evidence of parent nodes, the inference of current node in a specific state is defined
as:
P (Xs|epa)=
∑
i,j···k
P (Xs|pa1i, pa2j , · · · , pa|pa|k)
|pa|∏
m=1
P (pam|epam) (21)
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Fig. 7. The Sensor motes [34]
Where s denotes the state of node X .
From Eq. (21) we can learn that the probability of current node in a specific state is the sum of
the prior probability of the parent nodes in all states. We can get the prior probability of the states
of parent nodes in previous time through training data sets. By Putting the values of transition and
state probability into Eq. (21), we can infer the specific state of current node. And the algorithm
of real-time sensor data redundancy detection is shown above.
6. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, several experiments are conducted to validate the feasibility of the proposed frame-
work on sensor data preprocessing. In the first part, we will make brief introduction about the
test dataset. Based on the method described in Section 3, the result of learning the structure of
Bayesian network for sensor nodes is presented in the second part. And then, the experimental
results of the algorithms proposed for sensor data anomaly and redundancy detection are presented
in the third and fourth part.
6.1. The Result of Building the Structure of Bayesian Network from Gathered Sensor
Data
Our test dataset comes from 40 sensor motes (as shown in Fig. 7) that are composed of Arduino
Leonardo boards, XBee radios, and a handful of off-the-shelf parts, including a PIR motion detec-
tor, a temperature and humidity sensor, and an electret microphone amplifier. These motes were
distributed around the conference venue, and reported back during the conference. The data were
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Fig. 8. The dependencies of each sensor node in the gathered temperature, humidity, and micro-
phone sensor datasets.
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Fig. 9. The result of anomaly detection based on Q and T 2 statistic methods.
made publicly available online [34]. These sensor nodes collected temperature, humidity, and
microphone values once every one minute.
With the gathered sensor data, we can learn the structure of dependencies among those sensor
nodes using the method described in Section 3. And Fig.8 shows the dependencies of 15 sensor
nodes. In Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b), Fig. 8(c) horizontal axis denotes current node, and in vertical axis
which is marked in stars denotes its parent nodes. Based on the learned structure of these sensor
15
nodes the following experiments for sensor data anomaly and redundancy detection are conducted.
6.2. The Result of Sensor Data Anomaly Detection
For sensor data anomaly detection we have proposed an algorithm based on principal component
analysis and Bayesian network. And this algorithm mainly contains two parts, in the first part,
a rapid rough detection method based on principal statistic analysis is used to identify the data
stream that may be abnormal. In the second part, with the method of Naive Bayesian classifier, we
can find out the correct node that generates abnormal data.
In this simulation part, we first add artificial error data to the last 50 data streams in the collected
200 data streams. In order to generate abnormal data, on the basis of original data we use Eq. 22
to generate abnormal data.
Xi,j = Xi,j + avej × P (22)
Where Xij denotes the original gathered sensor data of node j at time i, avej denotes the mean
value of the training data for node j, P denotes the error percentage.
Fig. 9(a)-Fig. 9(f) shows the anomaly detection result of adding 1%,5%, and 10% simulated
errors based on Q and T 2 statistic method. We can learn that the method of T 2 does not perform
well when the added error is from 1% to 5%. And when the added error is 10%, all the abnormal
data streams are detected. It can be seen that the Q statistic method is more sensitive than the T 2
statistic method, and it can detect all the abnormal data points when the added error is 5%.
We have mentioned before that the anomaly detection method based on principal statistic anal-
ysis is a “rough” detection. Through the above analysis of the results of the anomaly detection
based on the two statistics, it is possible to improve the effectiveness of the “rough” detection if
the two statistics are combined and in an “OR” relationship. And we name the “rough” method as
TQ algorithm.
In order to measure the effectiveness and feasibility of the algorithm, we use “precision” and
“recall” as the verification indicators.
precision =
TP
TP + FP
recall =
TP
TP + FN
(23)
Where TP denotes the number of positive cases that are judged as positive, TN denotes the num-
ber of negative cases that are determined as negative, FP denotes the number of negative cases
that are judged as positive, FN denotes the number of positive cases that are judged as negative.
With the characteristics of the test datasets, the TQmethod can detect the anomaly of the data flow
collected by 15 sensor nodes at each time in the “rough” detection stage. The traditional anomaly
detection algorithms such as methods based on SVM and K-means are commonly used in sensor
data stream anomaly detection. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between the TQ and other anomaly
detection algorithms in the stage of rough detection. It can be seen that when the added simulation
error is less than 6%, from the perspective of the “recall”, the SVM-based approach is slightly
better than the TQ method. But from the point of view of “precision”, TQ method is better than
SVM-based method at all experimental points. Therefore, consider both “recall” and “precision”,
we can see that the TQ method proposed in the “rough” detection stage is feasible and effective.
In order to determine the anomaly data points, first of all, with the method in “rough” detection
stage the suspicious data flow can be determined, then based on the method proposed in “care-
ful” stage and the abnormal data points can be further identified. Fig. 11 shows the results of the
TQBayes based anomaly detection, it can be seen that the TQBayes method improves the detec-
tion “precision” in the case of ensuring the “recall” compared with the stage of rough detection.
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(b) The redundant nodes of 15 humidity sensor nodes
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(c) The redundant nodes of 15 microphone sensor
nodes
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Fig. 12. The result of redundant node detection based on SSDRDA (R denotes Redundant and N
denotes non-redundant)
6.3. The Result of Sensor Data Redundancy Elimination
In a gathered static dataset, if a specific node is detected as redundant node, it denotes the data
collected by this node are redundant and we can get these data by its parent nodes. Based on
this mechanism, we can weigh the performance of our algorithm by the accurately recovering the
redundant data. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) between real and predict values of redundant
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data is regarded as metrics.
RMSE =
√
mean[(yit − yit)2] mean(RMSE) =
∑N
n=1RMSEn
N
(24)
Where yit is the real value of node i at time t, yit is the predicted value of node i at time t,
mean(RMSE) is the mean RMSE of all redundant nodes, N is the number of redundant nodes.
By applying static sensor data to the proposed algorithm, we can get the result of redundant
node detection in the datasets of temperature, humidity, and microphone as shown in Fig. 12. And
Fig. 12(d) shows the number of redundant nodes in different total number of sensor nodes. We
can learn that the number of redundant nodes in temperature and humidity data set is more than in
microphone. The reason is that the gathered temperature and humidity data is gradually changed,
and sensor nodes at different position may collect similar data. But the data of microphone sensor
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Fig. 15. The results of predicted state for parts of the sensor nodes based on RSDRDA
nodes collect is closely relevant to the position of the nodes and its data fluctuation is higher than
temperature and humidity. Thus, the number of redundant nodes in temperature and humidity is
more than in microphone.
In our datasets there is no prior knowledge to clearly divide the set into redundant and non-
redundant parts, so the effectiveness of the detected redundant sensor nodes is hard to be conducted
in terms of recall and precision. In order to get the effectiveness of the algorithm, we estimate the
data which is detected as redundant and the RMSE of estimating result can reflect the accuracy
of our algorithm. Considering the purpose of estimating redundant data is just to validate the
feasible of SSDRDA, we use the most common and simple method which named weight method
for missing data estimation. In this method we put different weight on the parent of redundant
node as shown in Eq. (25), and the weight is base on the similarity between current node and its
parent.
R =
1
W
[
N∑
k=1
(
1
dk
Xk)] (25)
where 1
dk
is the weight, W =
∑N
k=1
1
dk
.
Fig. 13 shows the result of predicting the data of redundant node by its parent nodes. And
Fig. 13(d) shows the mean RMSE of predicting and real value. Because of the fluctuation of the
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data collected by microphone mote is higher than that of temperature and humidity, and we can
learn that the error rate of microphone data is higher than that of temperature and humidity.
We have proposed RSDRDA for the real-time redundancy detection. Fig. 14 shows the process
of variable transition network of fifteen temperature sensor nodes. We define 100 minutes as one
time slice, and in the first 60 minutes all of sensor nodes are in “waking” state, then use the data
sets collected in first 60 minutes to build the transition network as shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15(a)-
15(c) shows the predict working state of parts of the sensor nodes in the last 40 minutes. If the
predicted state of one sensor node is “sleeping” at a specific time, it means the node can be sleeping
at this time, otherwise, it will generate redundant data. If the predicted state of one sensor node
is “waking”, then the node needs to wake at this time. In order to validate the accuracy of the
predicted state, we recover the redundant data. And Fig. 15(d) shows the mean RMSE of real and
estimated data of all redundant data. From Fig. 15(d) we can learn that the RSDRDA is good at
real-time redundancy detection.
7. Conclusion
This paper investigates the preprocessing methods for big sensor data in IoT. And a framework
that is composed of two parts for sensor data anomaly and redundancy detection has been pro-
posed. In the first part, an algorithm based on principal statistic analysis and Bayesian networks
has been proposed for sensor data anomaly detection. From the result of comparing with other
traditional anomaly detection algorithms it can be seen that our algorithm can improve the pre-
cision of anomaly detection while ensuring the result of recall. In the second part, approaches
based on SBN and DBNs are proposed for sensor data elimination. We have proposed SSDRDA
to eliminate redundant data in a static data set and RSDRDA to eliminate redundant sensor data
in real-time. And the RSDRDA is based on a new time-varying DBN model that is capable of
describing the evolution of nonstationary temporal sequences. In order to validate the accuracy of
proposed algorithm, we use a common method to recover redundant data, and the result of RMSE
shows that the proposed algorithms are feasible and effective.
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